Untargeted detection and quantitative analysis of poplar balata (PB) in Chinese propolis by FT-NIR spectroscopy and chemometrics.
This paper investigates the feasibility of using FT-NIR spectroscopy and chemometrics for rapid analysis of poplar balata (PB) in Chinese propolis. Because practical adulterations usually involve addition of certain known active components, together with commercial PB, the commonly targeted analysis methods are insufficient to identify PB-adulterated propolis. Untargeted analysis of PB was performed by developing class models of pure propolis using one-class partial least squares (OCPLS). Quantitative analysis of PB was performed using partial least squares regression (PLSR). For untargeted analysis, the most accurate OCPLS model was obtained with SNV spectra with sensitivity 0.960 and specificity 0.941. OCPLS could detect adulterations with 2% (w/w) or more PB. For quantitative analysis, the root mean squared error of prediction (RMSEP) value of PB was 0.902 (w/w, %) with SNV-PLS. FT-NIR spectrometry and chemometrics demonstrate potential for rapid analysis of PB adulterations in Chinese propolis.